


blurb

After seven years in Rajad, Darius has fallen out of love with the 
unattainable and avoided falling in love with the companionate. If 
he lives at arm’s length from passion, isn’t that better than risking the 
abuse his fellow mercenaries so eagerly deliver to an autistic who can’t 
quite fit in? But when the right person suggests a romantic relationship, 
“yes” still won’t grace his tongue, and Darius hasn’t the least idea why. 
He likes Harlow. Shouldn’t he want to love her?

The only thing he can do is turn to his old friends and rescuers, the 
Ravens. They have an answer if he can stumble his way through asking 
the question ... but it may upend every truth Darius thinks he knows 
about himself.

Love in the House of the Ravens is a story about what it means to be 
aromantic and autistic when the world isn’t accepting of either.

Contains: An unknowing aromantic who isn’t prepared for his friends’ 
conclusion about his identity; a verbose eldritch entity stuffed in a 
saddlebag; an alloromantic trans man who will always be there for his 
queerplatonic partner; lots of casual polyamory; and some of the many 
ways autism impacts conversation and connection.
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content advisory

Aside from references to various acts of violence and combat 
common in fantasy, this story includes references to or depictions of 
bullying, abuse, assault and ableism, as well as the way these things 
shape and impact the people who survive them. Please expect references 
to sexual attraction, non-explicit sex mentions, amatonormativity, 
physical intimacy, kissing and romance. 

The protagonist also practices blood magic in a way that intentionally 
echoes self-harm.



author’s note

This story is best read following a previous Marchverse piece, 
Certain Eldritch Artefacts.

http://aroworlds.com/marchverse/efe-and-darius/
https://aroworlds.com/marchverse/efe-and-darius/certain-eldritch-artefacts/


love in the house of the ravens: a marchverse short story
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with? Instead, because the past weeks proved logic a fickle companion, 
Darius Liviu crosses Cutter Street four buildings short of the school. 
He limps, grunting, up the steps to the black-doored-and-awninged 
building looming between an apothecary on one side and a coalition 
of notaries on the other. This time of day—that pleasant, mild space 
between spring’s late afternoon and early evening—the front door is 
shut, muffling the sounds of an oud strummed in the foyer.

Darius raps six times on the door, waiting as locks click and hinges 
creak. 

“I’m sorry, we’re not—” The musician stops, sighing. Her lavender 
perfume, drifting into the street, doesn’t quite conceal the omnipresent 
reek of spilled wine, spices and urine. “Dari?”

Darius knocks weeks of dust off his boot heels, breathing hard against 
a moment of dizziness, and crosses the threshold, his saddlebags slung 
over one shoulder. The names of the Ravens’ musicians forever escape 
him, but they’re kind enough. “Um.” He leans against the doorframe, 
taking the weight off his right leg. “Are Akash and Ila, uh, working 
tonight?”

“You’re bleeding.” She shakes her head, raising her voice: “Mair! 
Guess who’s here bleeding on your doorstep! Guess!”

“Most of the time I’m not bleeding.”
Her pained look tells Darius that it doesn’t matter how many times 

he’s entered the brothel whole and hale: he’ll always be defined by the 
first.

I didn’t choose that, he wants to say. He didn’t choose those first 
wounds any more than he chose the gash seeping through his bandages 
to stain his last pair of untorn trousers. The streaks marking his sleeve, 
yes: Darius agreed to learn the magical art that provoked them, and 
he decided to slice a blade over his skin to work said craft, but that’s 
scarce but a few cuts. If he angles his arm, they aren’t visible. The rest, 

h the warehouse and surplus brigands to the Fetchers; the Master 
must assume or guess the rest. Why not get this last horror over

e should first report in. Word may have arrived, given Rajad’s
fleet-winged gossip, that the caravan delivered intended goods to
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though? He didn’t ask to be the odd man cursed with the near-magical 
gift of provoking bullies’ aggression. He didn’t ask the Master to save 
Darius and his magic for dangerous jobs. He won that dubious, albeit 
better paid, advantage by surviving seven years of the mishaps and 
misadventures others forced upon him. 

He chooses to stay at the school, perhaps, but is it truly a choice 
given his debts?

“I don’t like when you do the saying things by looking,” he says at 
length, drumming his fingers against his bags in frustration. “I can’t 
answer that as pithily.”

She raises bushy eyebrows. “Pithily?”
“Concise—”
Mair saves him from echoing a thesaurus as she sweeps down the 

hallway, her head high. A black shift-like gown and a grey lace shawl 
knotted over her brown, muscular arms should make Darius think of 
prim, sharp-glanced aunts in storybooks … or his own family. Age, 
looks and lack of height, however, don’t soften the elegance of a woman 
who can hold court garbed in a hessian sack. She isn’t pretty; her features 
lack the evenness and delicacy Malvadans regard as desirable. The only 
reasonable explanation, Darius concludes, is that Mair desires people 
to find her compelling and the universe obliges. She surrounds herself 
with more-traditional shapes of beauty in her Ravens, but the plain, 
grey-haired woman with a touch of red scaling her cheeks and hands 
fears no contrast: she draws all eyes.

Never has Darius heard anyone suggest that she shouldn’t.
“Dari’s bleeding again,” the musician says as Mair’s glance leaps to 

Darius’s knee. “Again. Don’t make him remove his boots. He looked 
like he nearly fainted just scraping them off.”

The bench-lined foyer holds an array of wooden shelves and boxes 
scented with herbal sachets: storage for boots, shoes and sandals. Mair’s 
carpets and rugs—including the borrowing of the Master’s magician 
to embroider dirt-resistant spells into the edges and undersides—are 
too costly to let clients ruin them with street-soiled footwear. Or so she 
says when asked, but even Darius realises this as less about caution than 
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the feel of the carpet underfoot, the deliberate discarding of external 
trappings.

The House of the Ravens invites one to abandon the outside.
“I didn’t faint,” Darius mutters, giddy enough for only token protest.
“What happened?” Mair’s bare feet sink into the red rug underfoot, 

as clean as the day Darius knotted the last thread, but she angles her 
eyes towards the street.

Darius shrugs. “Job. Are … Akash and Ila? Working?” He draws 
a breath, trying to remember the words of the sentence the way he 
rehearsed, trying to sound as though his sanity doesn’t hinge upon the 
answer. “I want to ask them about something with … people.”

Not people. Harlow.
“Again?” Mair pauses; Darius, his knee throbbing, tries not to grit 

his teeth. “They’re working, but not yet engaged.” She smiles before 
glancing down the hallway in search of a target. “Lia! Water to Ila’s 
room, and tell them that Dari wants them tonight. Have you eaten?”

He sighs in relief, reaching into the hip pocket of his trousers. He 
cut a slit behind the seam, leading into a second pocket held tight 
against Darius’s calf by a tall pair of stockings. Security, alas, requires 
his tweezering his fingers around the topmost coin before awkwardly 
tossing it at Mair. “Thank you. I hope they don’t, uh, mind—”

She catches his wide throw with a one-handed finesse he doesn’t 
possess on a good day. “A meal, too. Move, Lia.” Mair turns back 
towards Darius, her fingers curling inwards to beckon, her brown 
eyes cast downwards. “If you prefer to talk to me, I’m not expecting 
company in better need of my time.”

Like most of the Ravens, she does him the kindness of not looking 
him in the face. Only sometimes does Mair appear as though creeping 
up on a nervous animal, but Darius still feels akin to a flighty foal—a 
child needful of something for which others don’t require or concern 
themselves. 

Not even a year of working as a mercenary leaves him feeling 
sufficiently adult.
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He drops the saddlebag containing the belt onto the closest bench. 
“Leave this one down here. Please?”

Nobody will steal the bag, even if left unattended: Darius copied his 
ward spells from those protecting a dragon’s hoard. Besides, sensible 
people won’t steal the belt, a verbose entity with no resale value and a 
grave capacity for annoyance—but they may be tempted by a bewitched 
cloak and his favourite embroidery scissors.

Mair nods, repeating the finger curl until Darius follows her into the 
hallway. Dim strings of witchlights and gauzy curtains shroud the tiled 
walls. “Would you rather talk with me?”

The musician closes the door and resumes a droning, elegiac tune 
undercut by the belt’s quiet whistle.

He breathes long and slow, considering. Mair has helped him more 
than he had reason to imagine when the Master of the school first sent 
him to fix their friend’s lighting spells, but talking to her feels too leaden 
with memories and seriousness. Useful and needed, sometimes, but 
difficult. Akash and Ila feel more like equals despite his awkwardnesses, 
less frighteningly parental in their provision of explanation.

He flaps his left hand: no.
“I notice you’re alone today.”
He nods as they pass a trio of workers on their way to the salon. Mair 

observes everything, but it isn’t hard to mark the absence of the belt he 
wears thrice-wrapped over his shirt or tunic. A belt now occupying a 
canvas drawstring bag wrapped inside a second shirt, shoved in the 
middle of his saddlebag and left where Darius hopes his shroud spells 
and the Ravens’ musicians keep it from overhearing—or, at least, 
interfering. The belt, a verbose eldritch entity who claimed him seven 
years ago, grudgingly consented to this from their long association and 
Darius’s name-sworn promise to never again cheap out on polish, but 
it surely will pay him out later.

While the belt excels as a tutor of swordsmanship and history, for 
an ageless strip of sapient leather, it knows less than it presumes about 
human relationships … a fact never keeping it from airing unwanted 
opinions on Darius’s sexual experiences.
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“What happened?” Mair waves him towards the stairs. Her eyes track 
his limp as he passes wrought-iron brackets and trailing nets holding 
witchlights of his own spelling. “Cut, slash, shot, puncture wound or 
burn?”

A smiling man of middle years bounces down the steps; Darius, 
biting his lip against a groan, waits until he passes before speaking. 
“Stab. I was trying to flash the attackers on the other side of the wagons. 
I … uh, didn’t see him come close to my horse.” He stops at the top 
step and leans against the wall, the ache in his leg fierce enough to 
unsettle his voice. “His stabbing a blood witch was better for me. I got 
him stopped … after that.”

It’s just a wound, deep enough to make a mess, not deep enough 
to kill or maim. Inconvenient, not like witnessing, again, how much 
nix seed outvalues human life. The wealthy treat their goods’ guards as 
expendable, a truth worsened by the knowledge that Arvel, for all his 
crimes of disregard, gains little himself from the seed’s safe arrival. He 
owns scars and nightmares; he will again risk his life on the same tired 
quest. Only the Twenty Princes and the Greensward, orchestrators of 
scarcity, sleep ignorant of bleeding mules and bitter eulogies whispered 
over trackside graves. Only elves and nobles escape the pain provoked 
by a medicinal seed so rare that the desperate and predatory alike risk 
attacks on caravans wending their way through the Kara.

Sometimes Darius fears something wrong in him, something twisted 
and damaged beyond repair, when he aches most for stories untold and 
words unsaid, not his or his companions’ wounds.

Sometimes he realises that endurance means shifting his focus to the 
small and petty, as irrational as this may make him.

Mair halts before the first door on the left side of the landing. Her 
dress brushes against the gauze drape shrouding the terracotta-coloured 
wall, setting a chain of witchlights to flickering. “Let me see your arm.”

Too tired to argue, Darius pushes up his shirtsleeve. Five shallow 
cuts mark his forearm beneath the elbow. The oldest scab peels away 
from fresh skin, an itchy trial at which he can’t stop picking despite 
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knowing better. The newest stings, red and swollen in that way of a raw 
wound.

The tang of tea tree oil lingers beneath the heavy reek of sweat and 
horse.

The Master of the school took a boy beaten by his fellow students 
and gave him to a blood witch so that he may better protect himself. 
Instead, Eren Adalet taught Darius how to make his wounds serve a 
purpose not a bully’s gratification. Blood oft trickles over brown skin on 
his request, a knife-wrought sacrifice made to the Sojourner in return 
for power—and even when another forces such wounds upon him, he 
can draw magic just the same. When his unspeaking lips and jerking 
hands fail script magic, blood sacrifice provides eldritch force regardless 
of his shifting ability to communicate.

To Darius, it doesn’t seem an unreasonable bargain.
Mair nods. “And your leg?”
“It’s clean. It doesn’t hurt … more than it should.”
Her still face betrays neither doubt nor belief. “I’ll talk to you after 

you’ve bathed.”
The arrival of a house girl in grey trousers and tunic, lugging two 

buckets of steaming water, saves Darius from responding. Mair knocks 
thrice, waits for Akash’s shout and opens the door, standing back as the 
girl pushes past. Darius follows, unable to hold back a shaking sigh.

Safe. In this room, after weeks on the road, he’s safe.
The bed sits aligned with the hallway wall, two armchairs and a 

table positioned on the other side. A pillowed loveseat looks down 
upon the street so Akash can watch passersby in the afternoons, the 
window now shuttered. The girl heads behind a lacquered black screen, 
partially shrouding a tin bath. More gauzy curtains cover bare patches 
of rough-plastered wall, while sheepskin rugs, draping linen sheets and 
pillows in an assortment of wools and cottons distract from the plain, 
simple furnishing beneath. The wealthier patrons describe the Ravens’ 
interior as “cheap”, perhaps thinking this mere mimicry of the Twenty 
Princes’ beaded silks, but to Darius the gauze suggests a space outside 
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of ordinary, an unnatural dreaminess impossible to confuse with the 
dusters and dishes of regular life.

The curtains also obscure scores of warding and silencing spells 
worked beneath the plaster’s topmost layer.

Darius drops his saddlebags and perches on the edge of the closest 
chair, working his fingertips over the armrest in search of its familiar 
creases, while Lia starts pouring.

“Dari! You said you’d be back three days ago!”
Two beaming figures duck out from behind a second screen into 

what Darius considers the “public” part of the room. He supposes 
that a ready smile must be part of the work, but he wonders, if such 
expressions are like the good suit one wears to an appointment or 
celebration, why Akash and Ila smile at him. Doesn’t friendship mean 
freedom from performance? But if they smile freely in welcome, how 
can he distinguish sincerity from professionalism? 

His worst tormentor, the Bully, smiles as though that night of 
brutality never happened: no slurs, no broken bones, no bruises, no 
wounds. Darius’s fellow mercenary guards offer kind pleasantries, but 
they abandon all geniality when lacking clients as witness. He learnt 
the hard way, in his first year as a student, that friendliness two days 
after his beating isn’t an expression of apology or regret. Friendliness 
lies, breaking him further in its pretence of harm unintended, the 
world remade with Darius become overwrought and irrational—the 
cause, problem and justification in a game so weighted that he knows 
no route to fair victory.

Their smile makes unreal his memories, painting him as the monster 
for ignoring his tormentors’ public greetings and polite conversations.

What are expressions, so often, but ways for people to avoid 
committing to words their dishonesty? 

“Dari?” Ila stops a few paces away, trailing one lean hand over the 
screen. “Are you okay?”

Ze looks at first glance a collection of slender planes, sharp edges 
and long bones, the effect heightened by hair cut to a scruff the length 
of Darius’s smallest fingernail. Hir mahogany skin, often dappled with 
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blue and green mica powders, catches the witchlights as ze moves, 
while hir shift, plain black like the rest of the Ravens, stops short 
above legs almost as tall as Darius himself. Beautiful isn’t quite the 
word, although ze stirs want within him. Ila has presence, a comforting, 
ethereal confidence that lies not in appearance or physique but happens 
to be accompanied by litheness.

“Yes.” Darius lies unthinkingly—most askers don’t wish a true 
answer—before he blinks, reconsidering. Ila appreciates his honesty, 
but when he’s this far into tiredness he doesn’t know how to begin, 
never mind speak in ways that ensure understanding.

Maybe he should have left this for another day. Tomorrow, 
overmorrow, next week. 

Never.
“A pen hag should be doing less bloody work!” Akash, his silky black 

mane tumbling down his back to halt at his knees, bounces toward the 
armchair. “Is it just the work? Or the people you’re working for?”

His god blessed him with full lips painted a muted silver, copper 
skin flushed with warmth, long eyelashes and a bold, vivacious energy. 
Powder in a pattern of bronze-green dragon-like scales frames his 
restless eyes. Everything about him curves from plump cheeks to broad 
calves and a chest only emphasised by the black sleeveless shift—
one embroidered with ravens at the hem by his own hand. Akash’s 
rich lushness veers from the intoxicating to the overwhelming; never 
relaxing but always proud, arousing and all-encompassing.

Darius nods, shrugs, shakes his head.
“Damn!” Akash makes shooing motions at the house girl. “Go, Lia. 

Knock right this time when you’re bringing things.”
Lia nods, takes her empty buckets and closes the door behind her 

and Mair.
“What do you want?” Ila folds, moves and opens the smaller screen 

so it sits between the bath and the door, shrouding Darius’s chair from 
the doorway. “Just words? Did something happen?”
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He counts backwards from eighty-four by sevens, but waiting doesn’t 
ease the catch in his thick, stumbling voice. “Asking. A question. About 
... about ... romance.”

“Good thing, then, that you’re talking to the House’s expert on 
romance.” Akash slides into a cross-legged pose on the floor, his smile 
loose and warm. His lips, however, don’t match the searching quality 
to his gaze—as if Darius looks weary enough that Akash can’t help but 
disregard Darius’s discomfort with staring. “Is this what you want, first? 
Maybe it would be better—”

He jerks his left hand, flapping hard enough to jar his wrist. Even 
that much movement, after a moment’s stillness, leaves him giddy.

Akash glances at Ila before he nods. “Romance, then. Are we 
talking seduction, gifts, dating, building a relationship, keeping a 
relationship—”

“Keeping!” Ila breaks into a snorting laugh. “You want to talk to 
Dari about keeping someone? What happened to the last girl you 
insisted was ‘the one’? She still won’t return the necklace you gave her!” 
Ze shakes hir head and leans against the bath, hir lips twitching. “If we 
go by Akash, the first rule is that you never give a family heirloom to a 
romantic partner before you’ve formalised the relationship. It also helps 
if they don’t insult your other paramour…”

“I thought…” Akash sighs and rises, pouting. “She was nice until 
she made that crack about the stick insect! Anyway, lover, how many 
romances have you had? Ever?”

Stick insect? Before Darius left for Khaloun, Akash spent their card 
games rhapsodising over his brown-haired, laughing merchant beauty.

Ila holds up both palms. “I surrender to your … experience. Such 
as it is.”

“It’s more than yours, which makes me the expert.” Akash sighs, 
winks at Darius and shakes his head, slowly enough that Darius takes 
the gesture as play; Ila shapes hir long fingers into a crude gesture 
behind hir partner’s back. “Let’s not let the water cool. Need help? No 
fun, just hands that don’t fumble?”
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In some ways, Darius felt better in the hallway, still moving and 
talking, caught in the obligation to pretend. When possessed of a space 
free of judgement and disregard, how does he keep himself from falling 
apart? Not even the Master acknowledges the full effort of his work—
how often he struggles to speak and move against a body yearning 
to succumb to feelings the world abhors. He fights to make shaking 
hands buckle a bridle or stiff lips frame spells and an observation about 
the weather, but the cost shows itself here, when that door closes and 
nobody but Mair or the house staff enter his temporary sanctuary.

Akash and Ila accept if not understand, but this still marks him as 
what he’s spent seven years fighting: different.

The warming spells painted on the inside of the bath will hold for 
long enough, but Darius, yearning for release from his blood-stiffened 
clothing, twitches his right thumb and fingers.

“Easy.” Akash grins. “Any place more than usual where you don’t 
want touch?”

Darius sits, considering. He’ll need to spell his wound, but he doesn’t 
feel as though he’ll object to their handling—at least not yet. He taps 
his right leg above the bandage pillowing his knee before shrugging, his 
fingers splayed with the palms facing upwards. In Khaloun and Rajad, 
Westerners nearly as common as the localborn, the gestures of Darius’s 
childhood are readable if people care to acknowledge their meaning.

Too many don’t.
Silence still feels babyish: the impact of summers in Malvade and 

seven years in the Eastern Confederacy aren’t lessened by his attending 
a school accepting of all communication. Childhood meant a family 
who demanded that he use his proper words whenever gesturing, signing 
or slurring, despite their knowing his labours in learning and relearning 
speech. Adulthood means people who disregard communication that 
doesn’t fit their preconceptions of appropriateness. Both bequeath 
shame felt even in this room, and he exhales, wishing for words he 
shouldn’t need.

“Are you okay everywhere else?” Ila asks, hir voice quiet and 
undemanding.
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Darius repeats the right-handed finger-twitch. “I need…” He purses 
his lips, struggling to find the term present his mind but a heartbeat 
earlier. “I need … drawing, writing, magic. Not ink. The other one.”

“Pencil? For paper, skin or cloth?” Akash stands and rests a hand on 
Darius’s bicep, waiting to be sure that he doesn’t flinch before reaching 
for his topmost shirt button.

Darius pinches his trousers just above his wound. Perhaps the 
musician has a point, given the size of the drying stain. When he needs 
must ignore his senses, how can he know which pains to regard with 
seriousness or urgency? “Cloth.”

“I’ll get it,” Ila says, turning towards the taller partition. “Was that 
today? Is it stitched?”

“Stitched. Not today.”
“Let Mair look, if you’re still bleeding.” Akash, clasping the hems 

of Darius’s loose sleeves without touching his forearms, wriggles the 
shirt up over his arms; Darius raises his hands to help. “Your arm! How 
much they making you bleed this time? You remember you’re actually 
a pen hag, don’t you?” He tosses the shirt on the floor—to Akash, 
laundry baskets own no comprehendible purpose—and sighs at Ila as 
ze returns from behind the partition. “No. That’s bad. You could be 
doing anything but that kind of work!”

A few weeks ago, Darius would have shrugged in his best attempt to 
convey casualness before reminding Akash that he owes a debt to the 
school for his instruction as a swordsman and as a blood witch—not 
to mention the inordinate, additional sum the Master paid to the Grey 
Mages for him. A debt paid by his taking big, dangerous jobs crossing 
the Kara.

Today, he just blinks.
Akash helps Darius with sword, ordinary belt and boots before 

slowly peeling his trousers down over the thick linen wrappings. The 
bloodstain’s edges—a large splotch over one side of the bandage—show 
brown, contrasting abominably with the centre’s fresh, livid scarlet. 
He presses his fingertips to the bandage, scowls and wipes them dry, 
ignoring Akash’s raised eyebrows and whispered cursing.
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Ila hands over a stubby grease pencil. “Maybe Mair should look at 
that first?”

Darius settles himself back on the edge of the chair, the pain worth 
being freed of his clothes. “No. No. Later. Please.”

They don’t disturb him as he scribbles a waterproofing spell designed 
to both keep water from bandage and the spell-words from washing 
away. The bandage will be unusable after, but that’s better than his 
forgoing a bath—and he’s used this spell so often that his writing need 
not be perfectly legible.

Repetition, in magic, often matters as much as precision.
A soft six-tap knock sounds from the door; Ila admits someone 

bearing a third bucket and a rattling food tray. Darius breathes in 
sesame oil and a gamy, roasted meat. Goat. Did Sash remember to give 
him plenty of plain rice?

“Anything else you want?”
Ila looks to Darius; he flaps his left hand while scribbling the last 

word of the spell with his right.
“We’ll ring if so. Thank you, Lia.” Ila closes the door with a soft 

click.
Darius leans over, dizzy, as the drag hits him. Breakfast—flatbread, 

sultanas and a shred of dried goat—seems like a week ago. Now, Arvel 
will be home, preparing to deliver the seed to his noble employers; 
Harlow will be eating in the school’s dining hall, seeking work for the 
return crossing. She won’t talk to the others about him, will she? Won’t 
mention his name only to find many mercenaries more than willing to 
dish the dirt?

The fastest route to insanity lies in dwelling on what other people 
may say, but how can he stop wondering?

He stands, balancing on Akash’s shoulder while trying to lessen the 
weight on his stiffening leg and, at the same time, drop his drawers 
and the pencil. Ila takes his free arm for the awful bit of getting his leg 
over the rim of the bath, something that makes Darius reconsider the 
horrors of a public bathhouse, but the warm water feels wonderful after 
three weeks over the Kara. He hisses, digging his teeth into his lip, as 
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his left forearm burns and his right leg throbs with dizzying intensity, 
but both ease off as his limbs loosen.

“That’s better.” He slumps down into the water, head tipped back, 
eyes closed. “Thank. That’s better.”

Ila takes up a bar of soap, clasps Darius’s hair in hir fist and starts 
washing the end of the tail, working hir way up to his scalp. Lavender 
smells better to Darius as dried flower heads—sweeter, woodier, 
deeper—but he doesn’t mind this fragrance if not overused, and Ila 
knows to press with hir hands and nails as ze works. 

“Ask Akash what you want when you’re ready.”
Harlow tried to rub his shoulder after her stitching the gash, likely 

thinking to relax him: the pull of the thread through the edges of a 
wound stands high even on Darius’s lengthy list of teeth-gritting 
sensations. She was sweet, kind, patient. For the first time, Darius 
thought he’d avoided the usual judgement and rejection. Her company 
didn’t seem so different from this, the wonder of comradely friends 
who permit casual, assumption-free intimacy.

For nearly two months, back and forth across the Kara, he thought 
he’d found another true companion. He felt safe with her—until she 
whispered in his ear as they lay under the sparkling stars, only a few 
sleepy snores and shifting horses breaking the silence. Are you like me, 
the way you never look at the others? You’re like me, aren’t you? Asexual?

If she knew of Darius’s life at the school it was only by hearsay, 
and he doubts anyone there understands the mess of observation and 
calculation that goes into his risking connection. Akash and Ila respect 
his adulthood, but finding such rarity necessitates the same anxieties 
when Darius dares look at someone: will they understand what he says 
with hands and gesture? Will they accept the retraction of consent 
when he can’t pronounce no and he’s too far into overwhelm? 

Or will they rage at the lack of an affection he can’t give? Will they 
brand him broken, cold or childish? Will they take advantage?

Harlow’s overture, after she told him what she does and doesn’t seek 
from a romantic relationship, strips away one cursed complication. He 
won’t have to rely on her patience with his sudden and disconcerting 
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halts when what was desired a moment before becomes too much to 
endure. He won’t have to navigate the expectations of someone else’s 
need when his own wanes. A partnership offers him some protection 
against others’ interest if they work together the Kara—and he likes 
her. How can it not be wonderful to have a partner on the road?

She asked the question, but he ruined everything by freezing: unable 
to say yes, unable to say no, unable to keep from hurting her in his 
speechless confusion.

Darius counts to two hundred by fours, swishing his fingers through 
the water, before opening his eyes. “There was, on this last job, a 
woman.” He breathes out, trying to keep his words slow and unrushed. 
“She’s … nice. I do like her.”

Akash settles himself across the vacated armchair, both legs 
dangling over the armrest. Cat-like, he makes himself comfortable 
in circumstances and positions that can’t be bearable for any normal 
human. Darius has never understood how. “Nice? Like? Even for you, 
that’s...”

Ila, hir shift spotted with bathwater, props hir elbows against the 
rim. “Underwhelming?”

“She’s nice! That’s what that word means!”
“She’s nice,” Ila says quietly, “and that’s the word people use when 

they’re looking to say something ... well, nice, before voicing a refusal 
or a negative. Or this way: if someone says that you’re a ‘good’ magician 
without specifying what or why, what do they mean?”

Darius groans. Most don’t hesitate in declaring that his skills with 
bladed weapons are barely competent at best, but that unspecified 
good reaches his ears from people who recognise him as divergent and 
magician. The ignorant underestimate his ability by praising him only 
for his simplest spells, incurious about his further skills; his family 
balances out their endless stream of criticism and despair with pleased 
commentary on the insignificant. That’s a good lighting spell. You’re 
wearing a nice shirt today.
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Do they think he doesn’t know that they see him as undeserving of 
more than perfunctory, ultimately condescending encouragement or 
recognition?

“I didn’t mean it like that. I don’t twist words up, not like you all.”
“No.” Ila’s lips curl into a slight smile as ze rinses soap from Darius’s 

hair. “But there’s something about her, isn’t there?”
Curse people and their unnecessarily complicated rules! Darius 

shakes his head and reaches for the soap with his right hand. He ducks 
his head under the water, sits up, lathers his hands and works them over 
his face, hating the droplets running down his cheeks and neck. Hair 
rises on his forearms, sensation thrumming through his skin like the 
twang of a tuning fork. He doesn’t mind someone touching his scalp or 
hair, if they’re slow and put pressure into their touch, but Darius can 
think of few intimate acts he likes less than kissing.

At least on his face.
“She’s kind. I could…” He drops the soap, not minding his fumbling 

to grasp it; delay gives him time to think. “Before, before everything 
went … wrong, it was the first time, on the … crossing the Kara, it was 
the first time I wasn’t alone. I had someone kind to talk to that wasn’t 
… an employer. Wasn’t people who mocked or pressed.”

He has no simple words to describe how that feels, but Ila and Akash 
nod: the people who made their room a place of refuge for Darius 
understand this better than most. They haven’t left footsteps on this 
specific road, perhaps, but they know what it feels like to be bound by 
others’ expectations. 

They know what it feels like to be harmed by them.
Ila rinses hir hands in the greyish water and rests them in hir lap, hir 

eyes distant and voice soft. Ze looks away from Darius for his comfort, 
not hirs. “Do you feel like you should want her?”

“She asked me. Last night.” He stops, draws another breath. He can 
get through this. He can say what happened and then let Akash and 
Ila provide comprehension enough that he won’t hurt anyone else the 
way he hurt Harlow. “Two things—if I were asexual like her and if I 
wanted to be with her. She wants a romantic partner and said what 
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that is to her. I don’t … understand, but I don’t … what was wrong 
with before?” He trails off, poking the larger bubbles with his smallest 
fingertip before closing his eyes and ducking his head, rubbing his 
hands through his water-limp hair. Only after he wipes soap and water 
from his face, blinking, does he try to voice the most uncomfortable of 
corollaries: “You know some of the reasons why I don’t … people. But 
I do want them. But when she said, and I couldn’t answer ... is that…?”

Akash straightens, rests his feet on the floor and bows towards Ila. 
“Oh, lover, this one’s you!”

“Ila?”
Ila shoots Akash a brow-raised, warning look and then nods at 

Darius, hir lips forming the slightest of upwards curves: warmth more 
than meaning. “You’re talking around it, but I hear a sense of not 
wanting, yes?”

Darius gulps and curls the fingers of his right hand.
“I’ve a few questions. I’m asking for you, not me, but if you think 

this prying, or you don’t want to say anything, hand.” Ila jerks hir left 
hand: no. “Okay?”

Ze observed early in their acquaintance that ze doesn’t know the 
difference between Darius’s nodding to acknowledge someone speaking 
and his nodding to consent or approve. Is there another non-verbal way 
we can communicate agreement? It still amazes him that Ila thought to 
ask, but hir respect of the difference allowed Darius to trust Akash’s 
often-pushy overtures of friendship.

“It’s usually a phrasal verb with another word.” Darius waves his 
right hand through the cooling water, the small waves lapping against 
his skin. “Hand doesn’t work said alone like that. At least not in a spell.”

“I’m glad I’m not a magician, then!” Ila rolls hir shoulders, stretching 
one leg as far across the floor as hir bare foot can reach. “Have you ever 
desired a romantic relationship with someone?”

Darius rests his right hand on the rim of the tub, fingers twitching. 
What has this to do with Harlow? He did, but that want long-ago 
faded to something vague and dreamlike: trying to grasp hold of such 
feeling seems as pointless as recollecting the date of the day the Bully 
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broke his arm. Want became nothing more than the warp supporting 
the weft threads of his travels through Tierre or the conversation that 
led to the belt’s directing him to the Master’s school, only important 
in its creation of everything else—the visible, appreciable pattern of a 
lifetime.

Once, he loved his teacher. Or he thought he did.
Why March? Perhaps only that he was there? Only that he was kind?
“Have you ever wanted one with a peer? Someone not, say, a priest 

or an employer?” Ila halts; Darius, despite the risk of being looked at 
in return, can’t keep himself from staring. How does Ila know to ask 
that? “Have you wanted one with someone you can have one with? A 
student, a mercenary, a pretty witch you met at the market?”

“I’m here,” Darius says, fighting to keep his words slow and clear, 
“because I can’t just always … ask someone. And you know…”

They understand the ways such attempts go wrong. The Ravens can 
pry secrets even from his hesitant tongue and, with a bit of wine and a 
lot of talk, render them ordinary through sharing their own.

“It isn’t about doing.” Ila heaves a slow sigh, but hir shoulders aren’t 
stiff and hir words are soft; Darius guesses ze isn’t too annoyed. Ze 
promised to tell him when ze is. “Have you ever wanted to ask someone 
out to eat or dance or go walking—anything that builds a connection 
based on romantic interest for someone you can ask? Just the want?”

Romantic interest? Darius crooks his head, not sure what ze means. 
“I don’t know?”

“Try this way,” Akash says, grinning. “If you wanted to go out with 
someone, why would you? What would you want to do with them?”

“You’re supposed to be explaining,” Darius mutters, smacking his 
left palm against the water. Splashed droplets run down his forearm and 
the sides of the bath. “Because they’re pretty? If there were somewhere 
I could go that wasn’t—”

“Here.” Akash waves his hand toward the bed. “Pretend that Ila and 
I are going out and Mair said you can bring someone up here. Pretend 
that they’re also divergent, maybe? What would you want to do with 
them?”
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Why are they talking about something entirely theoretical? He can’t 
bring strangers up to Akash and Ila’s room! Darius threads his fingers 
around his knees and leans forwards, rocking despite the pain above his 
knee; counting, even by his favourite nines, does nothing to ease his 
bewilderment. “I don’t know! Cards? Sewing or magic or reading? Sex 
if I feel like I want that and they do? I don’t know what you’re doing.”

Even Darius hears the whine edging his voice.
He draws a breath, trying to calm himself. Akash and Ila don’t twist 

him up for amusement or cruelty. They’re not doing this to upset him. 
Why, then? “I’m sorry. You’re, you’re confusing. I can’t…”

Akash’s lips twitch as though he fights to keep from smiling, but he 
nods at Ila. “It isn’t you, Dari. I fall in love with people, I feel that want, 
and I can’t say what it is, not simply or logically. Not the way you talk 
about magic. Just that it’s a different sort of want than this. A bit of 
hoping for forever, a bit of obsession, a lot of excitement … passion, I 
suppose. Romance.” He waves his hand at Ila. “You’ll know if you have 
it, and everyone acts like you should, but…”

He shrugs, palms up, as if he doesn’t know what else to say.
“If you don’t have that kind of attraction, it’s hard to recognise.” Ila 

exhales, hir fine brows knit into a deep, creased frown. “How do you 
know you’re a man? When your body doesn’t have to mean anything 
about your gender, how do you know?”

Even after a moment of thinking, Darius has no good answer. He 
suspects he doesn’t feel masculinity as deeply or as strongly as other 
shift men, but it fits more comfortably than other options of gender or 
its absence. He feels content enough as man to accept ownership, if he 
allows that gender, most of the time, seems a concept vaguely at odds 
with his divergence. Good enough, close enough for communality … 
but different.

“I just know. Me. It fits, feels better. That’s not … clear, but…”
Ila surprises him by nodding. “That’s what I’d say about not having 

one. I just know.” Ze pauses, flicking hir right hand at him. “But if 
you met someone who’s never heard of gender, how would you explain 
being a man? Wouldn’t you have to first ask how they know who they 
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are, how they categorise types of people and why?” Hir lips creep 
upwards, almost grinning; Darius wonders what ze sees on his face. 
What amuses hir if not Darius himself? “That’s like what I’m trying to 
ask you, because the world doesn’t have common language for what it 
feels like not to feel. It only assumes that we do.”

Darius rests his head on his knees, fighting giddiness and overwhelm 
alike. Four hundred and fifty, four hundred and forty-one, four hundred 
and thirty-two…

Once he reaches two hundred and seven, he looks up. Akash flashes 
Darius a warm smile—definitely a grin—before twisting about in his 
armchair: he hangs his head over the edge of the seat, his hair falling 
in a tangled river of black, his legs propped against the backrest. The 
shift rucks up to bare plain linen drawers, but Darius has never known 
Akash to bother over such niceties in familial company.

Ila glances at Darius, both eyebrows raised, before sighing at Akash. 
“How do you do that?”

Akash swishes his hair across the floor, heedless of knots and dust 
alike. “Why not?”

“Because we both know I’ll be brushing that out?” Ila sighs and 
looks back over Darius’s head. “Since I have a chance of reason with 
you, how about ... well, why do you keep coming back to us?”

Why? Maybe he should have returned to Malvade, to a monastery 
where Darius can trade personal relationships for serving the Sojourner 
and consistent, comprehendible things like books. Eschewing the 
Ravens for the priesthood, though, means leaving Mair, almost a 
mother to him, and his friends … and his life. While he loathes his 
fellow mercenaries and his employers, Darius enjoys the work itself: 
the peaceful stretches of desert and mountain, the days spent riding, 
the usefulness of his eldritch arts, the time away from city chaos. Even 
simple defiance—his ability to do the job, despite loud opinions on 
his being small and clumsy—keeps him going, a determination crafted 
from sheer, stubborn spite. 
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The bullies didn’t run him off; people live today because of it. Even if 
loosed from his debts, returning to the West sometimes feels more like 
abandonment or surrender than freedom.

He just wants an employer who doesn’t value property over humanity 
or fawn at the boots of those who do. Someone worth his blood and 
history. Someone kind enough that his life has meaning when he isn’t 
with the Ravens. Someone not Arvel and the merchants who preceded 
him. Someone good.

“You’re my friends.” Darius breaks the last of the bubbles by 
smacking his hand against the water. “You don’t … you don’t mess up 
things. You don’t want more than something that’s already good.” He 
draws a breath, hoping that he can voice truth without destroying its 
wondrousness. “You listen to me. You try to speak so I can understand. 
I can go and come back. I can trust you. And I don’t feel like you’re 
looking, expecting, wanting, if we’re playing cards or talking or sleeping 
together. I mean … I want with you, and I know you want with me, but 
not so much that you care when I can’t, and I like that. Who else has 
that? You’re not … looking, like Harlow was. Like what was, already, 
wasn’t enough.” He nods and glances at Ila, just long enough to catch 
hir eyes. “It isn’t messed—”

Akash’s gasping laughter echoes around the once-quiet room.
“I—”
“Asexual? Sometimes, maybe, but mostly not, I think.” Akash, 

wincing, rests a hand against his ribs, rolls so he faces the floor and 
drags himself down off the chair, sitting with his legs tucked under his 
shift and much of his hair. “Ooof! I don’t know why we never figured it 
before, because aromantic?” Mirth darkens his cheeks to a vivid scarlet. 
“So much.”

Ila glances at Akash, sighs and shakes hir head. “I wouldn’t have 
said it like that … but I don’t think he’s wrong, Dari.” Ze breathes out, 
long and slow; Ila holds hir feelings too close for Darius to read them, 
much of the time, beyond the absence of bolder emotions like rage or 
hurt. “And we didn’t figure it before because we assumed your distance 
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from people is your divergence and their hatred, and we didn’t look 
past that.”

Akash stares at Ila, his lips parted, before grimacing and nodding.
For the life of him, Darius doesn’t know what to think, never mind 

speak.
“I know people are difficult, and that can’t be neatly cut out or 

ignored. But do you think this, what we have, ideal for you?” Ila flicks 
hir fingers towards hirself and Akash, hir long, neat nails shining in the 
witchlight. “Close friends, people who can talk with you, and take to 
bed when you can bear the touching? But you can come and go as you 
like? And it’s casual?”

After a moment, Darius flaps his right hand. He thought he said as 
much, albeit with a greater indirectness—a revelation that didn’t feel 
this hazardous a minute earlier.

If names are meant to bring clarity, why does he feel so uneasy?
“And Harlow wants something else, something you don’t have to 

give her?”
Can he step back into yesterday? Can he return to whisper that one-

word answer, however false it rings? Yes, voiced to romance’s expectation, 
doesn’t feel as dangerous as assenting to Ila’s alternative … but Darius 
twitches his right thumb and pointer finger. If he struggles with the 
little shades of deception the world seems necessary and even polite, 
how can he lie to Harlow about something of such consequence?

Akash’s thick eyebrows creep higher up his forehead. “See?”
Ila’s smile holds a patient gentleness, as though ze fears scaring 

Darius into scrambling out of the bath and running down the hall to 
somewhere less complicated. “When I was younger, unknowing, most 
people I thought I was attracted to—romantically—were people I’d 
never have a chance of a relationship with.  They were safe to want 
because nothing could happen. It’s more like I latched onto anything 
to fit in; the world didn’t tell me that I could be anything else.”

Seven years gave Darius ample opportunity to mention, however 
offhandedly, the reason he crossed the Straits: to find an eldritch sword, 
an expression of love, for the man who was once his teacher.
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March, who was kind, present and didn’t show any sign of 
acknowledging, never mind returning, a schoolboy’s crush.

“It feels, feels … too real, then, to be … pretend. Then.”
Ila nods. “I know. Does it now feel real?”
Darius’s left hand speaks answer enough.
“I don’t look back on the folks I loved and think I didn’t, that I 

wasn’t in love.” Akash leans against the chair’s seat, slicking a hank of 
tangled hair down over his shoulder. “Not most of them. I’m … angry, 
or confused, or frustrated, or just hurt, but I don’t doubt that I was in 
love with them, once I was old enough to figure what that kind of love 
should be like. I wouldn’t be so angry or hurt if I didn’t.”

Darius nods in acknowledgement, for honesty shared deserves 
something in response.

“What you think? Do you have any questions?” Ila shifts hir weight 
on the stool, now stretching hir other leg out beside the tub. “Anything 
you want to add? Or disagree with? I know you’ve been around us too 
long not to have some idea, so…?”

Think? Darius endures fewer problems when he keeps ruminations 
to a minimum, but he knows of no magic able to craft a thoughtless 
mind. Instead, he flaps both hands, afraid of what will spill out if he 
attempts to describe a growing bewilderment. Another word? Doesn’t 
he already exist as abnormal against a world unwilling to validate his 
divergence? How does another shape of strangeness, aromantic, help 
him?

The magician in him pulls the word apart for meaning: not 
romantic, although it seems to mean a surrounding identity more than 
a subjective evaluation of a romantic quality. Interest or attraction, as 
Ila kept saying before, more than experience. Therefore, not having 
romantic attraction, although Darius guesses that, like any other term, 
practical use requires more fluidity and less precision—in the same way 
the Malvadan phrasing of attraction in terms of direction uses the same 
words to describe interest in nobody and interest irrespective of gender.

He never considered that Ila’s word may describe him, too—perhaps 
for the same reasons.
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Darius can’t dismiss the explanation for which he asked, not when 
his friends are kind enough to answer. What, then? Thinking back on 
March leaves Darius with a sense of cringing, horrified immaturity, 
but he was nearly a child at the time! Why shouldn’t he struggle 
with romance, given that a legion of songs, stories and poems speak 
its mysteries? Why shouldn’t he stare in bewilderment at the steps of 
Harlow’s dance when most adults can’t define or understand romance 
as distinct from other shapes of want? How can he know if he’s this 
aromantic when he seldom meets divergent adults not his teachers, 
people with whom he can attempt a relationship free of unexpected 
expectations and judgements? One safe from the beginning, unburdened 
by miscommunication and ignorance?

Sex owns myriad complications when involving people of different 
mind-types but, as a concept and feeling, is still comprehendible.

If a relationship as intimate and demanding as romance, at least as 
Harlow explained her desires, only feels possible with another autistic, 
isn’t that itself a reasonable explanation? Does an inability to conform 
again need labelling when he owns one dangerous word, one whose 
roots entangle everything Darius was, is and will be?

Divergence. Autism. Strangeness. 
Isn’t that enough?
He fishes the soap out of the water and digs his fingernails into the 

bar until his fingers ache to match his leg.
“You’re the only one who gets to decide if it’s true.” Ila grasps a towel 

and stands. “Maybe I’m wrong. Maybe I’m right but you don’t want 
to identify this way. Maybe you need weeks or years to accept. If I’m 
still scared to be aromantic, and I am, I can’t imagine this for you. You 
don’t have to agree with me, now or ever.” Ze glances toward Akash. 
“Akash laughs because he doesn’t have to go through this questioning, 
because it now seems obvious to him, because there’s no cost for him in 
accepting. It isn’t as funny for us.”

The soap slips from Darius’s fingers and lands, with a thunking 
splash, in the greyish bathwater.
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“I’m glad that you’re not just agreeing. I’m glad you’re being honest 
with us.” Ila offers a soft smile and, thank the silent dead, changes the 
subject. “Are you finished or do you want a while longer?”

Darius sighs and flaps his right hand above the cooling water. He 
doesn’t know what he wants; he doesn’t know enough of his own feelings 
to reason out his options. So, silent, he lets Ila help him into the towel 
and over the edge of the bath, his twinging leg necessitating a frantic 
grip on Ila’s forearm. He feels easier when he’s dry and sitting on the 
bed wrapped in his green merino-silk robe, the fabric soft enough that 
he can sleep free of itching. He stretches out across the bed, breathing 
in the robe’s comforting familiarity of ink, graphite and lavender, before 
reaching for the dinner tray.

Never has he possessed an uncomplicated relationship with food, 
but eating occupies hands and mouth. He learnt long ago that he can 
delay conversation by picking at the meat and savouring the mild, 
nutty flavour of the rice—counting to four hundred and ninety-four 
by thirteens when food alone isn’t sufficiently distracting.

Only when Ila and Akash finish clearing away the bath water does 
Darius risk pondering.

What do you think?
He can ask Ila more questions about hir feelings and experiences, 

tease out the potential he may share. Something leaves him adrift from 
the relationships he’s supposed to have; something justifies his difficulty 
in instigating them. Something explains why he works as a mercenary 
in Rajad when his blood kin want him home and married. Yet this 
something names another way in which he fights against the world’s 
torrent shoving him further downstream. Why shouldn’t he yearn for a 
circumstance in which he isn’t different?

If he isn’t aromantic, can a divergent man have a normal romantic 
relationship in a world that makes him abnormal? 

Are those truths, autism and aromanticism, disconnected in him? 
He arranges the spoon flush across the empty bowl, careful to avoid 

clunking metal against crockery. “There’s … maybe that explains, but 
I can’t. I can ask more questions, but that … that might make it real, 
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and I can’t…” Darius shakes his head. If he can’t agree, even when 
this may be more right-feeling than the word he couldn’t give Harlow, 
perhaps he can explain why he’s so unable. “Outside here … what I 
feel and know, it’s … I’m all upside down and sideways, large over 
things rightly small, small over things rightly large. Upside down and 
sideways. People tell me I can’t trust what I feel, what I think. But 
then I’m supposed to do that, sometimes; I’m supposed to trust. Just 
not most of the time. How…?” He presses his lips together, his eyes 
burning. “Am I feeling things right or wrong? How do I know when to 
trust feelings? How do I know?”

He doesn’t know if he talks to himself or Ila. Neither does he care. 
One ugly thing feels sure and certain: everything—Harlow, asking the 
Ravens, letting Ila guide him to an answer, accepting hir response—
will be so much easier if he sheds his divergence.

Confusion says less about Darius and more about the damage inflicted 
by the world’s views on what makes the right, valid shape of human. 
He knows better than to bow to the belief that he shouldn’t exist. He 
knows better than to lose himself in trying to mimic someone else’s 
personhood. He should know better than to seek or crave normality, 
not only from truth of impossibility but also from believing nothing 
reasonable in such a construct.

He still wishes, sometimes, for freedom from autism’s omnipresent 
weight.

Ila perches on the edge of the bed before resting one hand on Darius’s 
shoulder, hir fingers flat and hir touch heavy. “A word isn’t a gift when 
forced on you. A word isn’t a gift if you can’t discard it. Keep it, or not, 
as you want.”

Darius heaves a shaking breath and leans into Ila’s chest, breathing 
in the warm smells of skin, soap and a hint of cinnamon; ze leaves hir 
hand resting on his arm, hir fingers smooth and soft, and runs the 
other through his damp curls, finger-combing just hard enough to pull. 

“My … my family says that gender, names, are gifts. I can give back 
femininity. But Oma yells when I won’t wear clothes she gave me. I 
don’t … decide, what’s right to give back. They do.”
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Guilt grabs him as soon as the last word slips from his tongue. If 
Akash serves as a brash protector, given to amusement and outrage in 
equal measure, Ila speaks as the priest, patiently honouring Darius’s 
need for honesty. They’re as kind a people as he ever hoped to find 
in a world where even the caring seldom voice a compassion free of 
condescension.

He can’t take this word, aromantic, even when he thinks it may, will 
or should ring true.

He can’t take Ila’s words as a gift, even when he knows that spirit to 
be true.

Darius should trust what he feels … except when he can’t, because 
everything he knows and feels doesn’t fit the shapes of difference become 
allowably human.

“I know,” Ila murmurs, hir fingers firm. Neither tortures him with 
the featherlight touches that set his skin afire, however well-intended 
one’s gentleness. Just the pressure and the weight that lets him relax 
despite touch’s many complications. “But you can give anything back 
to me. Anything. You don’t have to explain as if apologising for not 
accepting. You don’t have to say why.”

The only place better for a divergent man is the College, but how 
can he go back when he’s no longer a child? Where else can he be so 
comfortably different that aromantic needn’t feel dangerous?

He exhales, shaking, and looks down at his forearms. The sleeve of 
his robe rides up far enough on his left forearm that the first of the new 
cuts shows red-raw. Less shocking, now, than the darker, older scars 
renting skin above and below. March’s lessons didn’t protect him from 
bullies in the world outside, and Darius doesn’t regret his sacrifices 
when he gains something closer to safety—even if Akash won’t pretend 
acceptance.

Here, he needn’t pretend that his feelings for the people he cares 
about aren’t uncomplicated.

Here, he needs only ponder the meaning behind a smile.
He breathes out, long and slow. “Can that be enough? For now, 

tonight? Can we … something else?” Darius hesitates, thinking he 
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should ask Akash and Ila about their lives, but such conversations 
seldom ring naturally on his tongue, however sincere his intentions. 
Between everything Darius thinks impolite to mention and the 
questions people wish him not to ask, not to mention the subjects 
Darius wants to discuss and the inane things people insist on voicing, 
he struggles to identify the suitable middle ground for polite small talk. 
“Can I ask about … the stick insect, maybe…? Can I ask about that?”

Ila snorts and jerks hir elbow at Akash. “You tell him that one!”
“It isn’t as funny as it sounds.” Akash perches on the foot of the 

bed, twisting his hair into a rough, tangled rope to await Ila’s brush. 
“We finally had a day where all three of us were off work, so Ila went 
to the usual waterhouse and I walked Halima over to meet Ila for the 
first time. So when we arrive, Ila’s in the corner reading while some 
sparkling lout was hitting on hir, and Ila’s got that look where ze’s a 
minute away from using hir book to shove his nose up into his skull—”

“I wasn’t going to use my book. My palm.” Ila coughs and shakes hir 
head, hir words tightening. “He was a client who doesn’t understand 
how to be a client. And now won’t anywhere Mair knows about.”

Darius learnt the breadth of Mair’s contacts the day he overheard 
the Bully complaining that all the local houses had denied him entry. 
He doubts anyone here desires as a client a man who assaults the 
divergent, but never will Darius mention that he knows Mair put the 
word out—even if he fears that she did to save him from the horror of 
his tormentors treading these hallways.

“Anyway, Ila stands, and just as the bloke puts his hand on hir arm, 
Froggy’s guards grab him and haul him off. Everyone else is dead silent, 
just watching.” Akash shudders; Darius doesn’t blame him. “They toss 
him out and close the door, because Froggy’s a brick. I don’t know what 
possessed Halima to mutter at my ear just then, but she sounded so 
loud. ‘Your lover’s the angry stick insect?’ The whole room had to have 
heard her!”

Darius isn’t sure how Ila resembles a stick insect, never mind an irate 
one, but he’s been subject to enough unflattering comparisons not to 
doubt the ridiculousness. “I’m sorry. That sounds … horrible. Unfair.”
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“Ila got that look again,” Akash says, his smile wide, “and I didn’t 
think; I just took Ila by the hand and led hir right out. Halima just 
stood there gaping as we walked past her, but it would’ve been fine if 
Froggy didn’t start clapping. You know what that crowd’s like; ze set 
everyone off! So, of course, I kissed Ila on the doorstep…”

“Forehead,” Ila says, “not lips.”
“…and after a moment or two, we left.” He shrugs, his brown eyes 

glinting; Darius can only assume that Akash, at least, didn’t stint in 
playing up to his audience. “I wrote her saying I’m not with anyone 
who talks that way about Ila, especially when it involves a bloke not 
taking no, and I want my necklace back, please. And she told me to 
take it up with the Fetchers! I probably shouldn’t have kissed Ila in 
front of her and everyone else, though? That’s why she’s being so damn 
stubborn?”

Ila snorts. “Probably?”
“It takes at least two people to kiss, lover, and you didn’t try to stop 

me!”
“She called me an angry stick insect!” Ila draws a breath, but hir 

lips curl upwards. “And I was relieved that my partner … that he won’t 
put his romantic conquests before me. I still doubt. Not because of 
anything you’ve done. Just because the world makes romance more 
important than anything, or anyone, else. More than me.”

Even Darius recognises that hir words are not spoken to or for Akash.
Akash’s face stills. “Never.” He slides across the bed and settles 

himself against the pillows beside Darius, one arm looped around to 
cradle Ila’s shoulders, the other resting on Darius’s thigh where robe 
bares skin. “You’re mine. However you want or need me to be with 
you, you’re mine. I’d walk away from every other person in the world 
before you. Both of you.”

Ila lifts hir hand from Darius to snag hir fingers in Akash’s mane.
Darius just sits, tired, giddy, his eyes half closed, possessed of one 

word he can’t speak aloud.
This. Not Harlow. This.
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A soft knock, again the six-beat rhythm used by most of the Ravens, 
sounds from the door. Darius, unsure what to do, jerks his head up and 
nods when both Akash and Ila look his way.

“Come in,” Akash calls after clapping the sequence that lets his voice 
break past the soundproofing spells. Mair, burdened by a herbal-scented 
basket and the saddlebag Darius left downstairs, opens the door, and 
Akash returns one hand to Darius’s thigh. “Dari, please let Mair look? 
And stay here a few nights, at least until you’re not limping so much. 
Please. You’re not going over there when you’re hurt.”

Some silences struggle under the weight of revelations not meant for 
ordinary conversation.

Some silences shape a shared agreement so profound that words 
aren’t needed.

Nearly seven years ago, Darius walked down Cutter Street thinking 
that delivering a message for the Master meant dawdling his way into 
a couple of hours free of the school and its chorus of false, mocking 
smiles … only to hear a door slamming and Akash’s bare feet thudding 
into the dirt. What if he didn’t run outside after a magician who’d done 
little more than mumble two days earlier while replacing faded lighting 
spells? What if Akash didn’t insist on Mair’s looking at Darius’s injuries? 
What if Darius found nobody to offer sanctuary and a closeness beyond 
his limited, childish understanding of friendship?

Aromantic? Maybe, given time, he’ll know what parts of that gift he 
wishes to keep. Maybe, right now, it’s more important to cherish this 
wonderment of kindness, closeness and safety. Maybe, right now, it’s 
enough to know that romance can’t give him what he already owns.

Maybe, right now, all he need do is choose the people before him.
“Thank you,” he says slowly, “for not … not pretending. Thank you.”
A humming noise, echoing from the saddlebag draped over Mair’s 

shoulder, rises into a pitched, ear-throbbing crescendo.
“I don’t … I don’t want the belt to know what we talked before I 

… decide, but…” He flaps his right hand twice, throat tightening, 
thinking that this yes isn’t as difficult to speak. “Can you let the belt 
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out? Before it starts yelling? Last time it bellowed the rhyme about the 
dragon and the bridge thirteen times straight!”

Akash grins, squeezes Darius’s thigh, slides off the bed and takes the 
bag from Mair’s arm. She sets her basket on the bed, her chin wobbling, 
the corners of her lips turning upward, her dark eyes fixed upon his 
bloodstained, spell-scrawled bandage.

Where else can he go? Why should he wish to?
What offers this kind of love but the House of the Ravens?
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